TSM Five Question Quiz

**Standard Issue PPE - Personal PPE**

**Specialty PPE**

1. What do you do to anticipate job hazards at your work site?

______________________________________________________________

2. What are the three primary types of Health Hazards in Construction?
   
   __ a ______________________________  
   __ b ______________________________  
   __ c ______________________________  

3. For the hazards below identify one PPE that would protect you from injury?

   - Inspecting the placement of concrete building blocks _____________  
   - Measuring the depth of a trench ________________________________  
   - Counting the # of pile driver impacts __________________________  
   - Taking the temperature of placed asphalt ________________________  
   - Checking erosion control in Hollywood Hills _____________________  
   - Shop inspection _____________________________________________  
   - Metro tunnel entry __________________________________________  

4. What is the most important PPE that you can take to any jobsite?

______________________________________________________________

5. Generally, standard BCA issued PPE is always your first and best option to keep yourself safe on a construction site.

   True ___ <> False ___